NH Scholars Eligible Courses

**English:**
- English 9 CP or Hon
- English 10 CP or Hon
- AP English Lang & Comp
- English 11 CP or Hon
- American Studies CP (English)
- English 12 CP or Hon
- AP English Lit & Comp

**Social Studies:**
- US History I CP
- World History CP or Hon
- Global Studies CP
- New England History CP
- American Studies CP (History)
- US History II CP or Hon
- US History AP
- Sociology
- Psychology
- Sports in Society CP
- US History III CP or Hon
- World Geography CP
- History of Russia CP
- Understanding the Middle East CP
- Economics CP or Hon
- Law & You CP

*NOTE: students may count the 3rd year of the same foreign language as one social studies credit for NH Scholars

**Math:**
- Algebra I CP
- Adv. Algebra I Honors
- Geometry CP or Hon
- Algebra II CP or Hon
- Calculus AP
- Calculus Honors/MAT 225
- Pre-Calculus I & II CP or Honors
- Trigonometry CP
- Probability & Statistics CP
- Senior Math I when taken in conjunction with another 1/2 credit CP-level math course

**Science:**
- Intro Science CP or Hon
- Biology CP or Hon
- Intro to Engineering
- AP Biology
- Zoology CP
- Sci 219/Env 219: Env. Issues
- Chemistry CP, Hon or AP
- Meteorology CP
- Anat & Phys/BIO 210
- Physics CP, Hon or AP
- Forensic Science CP
- Exercise Science CP
- Field Ecology CP
- Intro to Pharmacology CP

**World Language:**
Students must take 2 years of the same world language

Courses for the STEM Distinction and Art Distinction Diplomas

**Additional STEM courses (1 credit needed):**
- All courses from science and math lists
- Intro to Graphic Design (1/2 credit only)
- Intro to Computer Programming (1/2 credit)
- Web Page Design (1/2 credit)
- AutoCAD 3D Design
- Creating Apps (1/2 credit)
- Architecture
- Sports Medicine I & II

**Art (2 credits needed):**
- Basic General 3D Art
- Basic Art I & II CP
- Basic General Art I & II
- Digital Photography
- Advanced Photography
- Drawing & Painting I & II
- Ceramics/Sculpture
- Humanities
- AP Studio Art
- Independent Study in Art
- Band
- Chorus
- Piano I
- Woodcraft
- Music Theory
- Drama I
- Playwriting & Directing
- Improvisation
- Acting
- Technical Theater I & II